Abstract -This paper considers the SIC -Subtractive Interference Cancellation and PIC -Parallel Interference Cancellation with and without the IS1 Cancellation SystemCommutation Signaling (CS), in a deep Rayleigh fading environment, time and frequency selective, assuming the spreading sequences and the features of the channels of the several interfering users is known. It is shown that SIC and PIC lead to better performance when the CS technique is used together, once these systems subtract the MA1 estimated for each user. These estimates improve when the IS1 is cancelled, since the MA1 estimated depends upon the estimate of the transmitted symbols by each interfering user. It is also developed the blind detection (without knowledge of spreading sequences nor the features of the channels of the interfering users) with a Noise Whitening Matched Filter (NWMF) that combats the MA1 through the whitening of the interfering power spectrum (following the singleuser philosophy).
INTRODUCTION
Too many studies have been undertaken in the area of the Multi-User Detectors with DSCDMA technology. It is mainly used by base stations (BS), where it is possible to estimate the features of the channels and to know the spreadmg sequences of interference users. However, the trend of the telecommunications is to become more and more asynchronous with higher rhythms of transmission in the downlink than in the uplink. This is necessary for services like Intemet, Data Base Access, Multimedia, etc. To obtain this, it is important to study mobile receivers intensively in order to combat the several sources of interference. Many studies have been developed in order to cancel the MAI generated by users located in the same cell. Although, in DS-CDMA networks, about 35% of MA1 comes from adjacent cells which degrade the performancdcapacity of the network, even if we cancel the same cell MAI. The most problematic situation occurs in the downlink direction. Because of new services, the quantity of information in downlink tends to be much higher than in the opposite direction, as well as the binary debits and consequently the amount of IS1 and MAI. One technique widely used to decrease MA1 consists of using "activity detection". For voice it is about 40% for each direction, but for data it reaches much lllgher values and is expected to reach 80?h in downlink The Intersymbol Interference (ISI) tends to increase with the increase in the symbol rates. To combat the ISI, this paper improves the IS1 Cancellation System, named Commutation Signaling, which is a DS-CDMA technique.
This work considers a DS-CDMA cellular network with BSs asynchronous between them in the downlink direction with 384 kbit/s (QPSK) or 192 kbit/s (BPSK). The MA1 that we intend to cancel is the one originated by adjacent BSs. It is considered the SIC -Successive Interference Cancellation and PIC -Parallel Interference Cancellation with and without the IS1 Cancellation SystemCommutation Signaling, in a deep Rayleigh fading environment which is time and frequency selective, assuming known the spreading sequences and the features of the channels of the several interfering users. Additionally it considers the blind detection (without knowledge of spreading sequences nor the features of the channels of the interfering users) with a Noise Whitening Matched Filter (NWh4F) that combats the MAI through the whitening of the interfering power spectrum (single-user philosophy).
The outline of the paper is as follows: section I1 presents the system models for Commutation Signaling system, SIC, PIC and NWMF; section 111 presents the performance analysis for the proposed systems and section IV presents the conclusions.
11.

SYSTEM MODELS
This work considers a DSCDMA cellular network [2, 3] , with BSs asynchronous between them in the downlink direction. There is only one user in the reference cell receiving from the BS with the maximum binary debit and taking into account the MAI caused by users located in adjacent cells (interfxing BS because it is in the downlink direction) as well as the ISI. In the same way, it is considered that there is only one user in each adjacent hexagonal cell, which is receiving f?om the corresponding BS at the maximum binary debit and using the Commutation Signaling (CS) technique. As was developed analyhcally in [13], these are the signals that lead to the origin of MA1 and that we want to cancel with MAI Cancellation Systems (in mobile terminals).
Commutation Signaling (CS)
With Commutation Signaling [1,11] the sequence of the bits of information are split into several sequences with lower rates which are modulated using dlfferent spreading sequences and recombined in the receiver using time &vision multiplex. In the time multiplexed signal, adjacent symbls are spread with different spreading sequences, and because of this, they do not interfere with each other in a multipath channel (frequency selective fading environment).
In Commutation Signaling, if the channel has a delay spread that introduces Intersymbol Interference (ISI) for four symbols, then each one of the four symbols is spread with a different spreading sequence and recombined at the receiver. This results in a system which is clean of IS1 caused by the fiequency selective fading multipath. Considering P,=TDc (1nc is the chips debit and l/Ts the symbols debit), the spreading sequences is periodic, with period P&T, seconds, being [ 1 11:
(LA is the higher integer, lower than x and Ds is the maximum delay spread of the channel).
The minimum number of symbols capable of interfering with a reception of a certain symbol due to delay spread, is LDs/TsJ. The Commutation Signaling is effective in cancelling the IS1 and transforming IS1 (multipath phenomena where the channel presents frequency selectivity) in way similar to multipath phenomena where the channel does not present frequency selectivity (signal bandwidth lower than channel coherence bandwidth. i.e.. flat fading).
I
expressions mentioned in [9] for the proposed modulation scheme.
Subtractive Interference Cancellation (SIC)
The SIC [2,3] detector subtracts the h4AI estimated for each user by amplitude descendent order of the several interfering users. It detects, regenerates and cancels the MAI of each user. Due to descendent order, all the weaker users benefit from the fact that the stronger users are cancelled first, leading to better acquisition and more precise detection, and so, combating the near-far problem. The signal after k' users cancellation is [3]:
Being s"[ (t -fl ) the regenerated signal of the user 1.
(2.3)
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Comparing this system with the Rake Receiver (implicit dt) (Simdaft diversity) we see that Commutation Signaling is simpler. This is because the Rake needs to estimate the attenuationdphase shiftdtime shifts of the several channels, and the estimate is never perfect. Also, the Rake does not always track all the paths and becomes limited. On the other hand, the Commutation Signaling does not need to estimate complex coefficients of the paths (except when used together with-Rake), therefore it is not as complex. Yet, this system does not combat the multipath interference when the bandwidth corresponding to the symbol debit is lower than the coherence bandwidth of the channel (situation that corresponds to split the bit energy by the several multipaths). The Rake Receiver can be used to prevent this situation. For this reason both systems can be used together. Considering a channel with L paths (L-l paths with delays higher than the symbol period), and a system with Commutation Signaling and without Rake Receiver, the average signal to noise ratio per bit can be defined as: After passing the signal rdt) by the matched filter, the transmitted symbols come:
The operation of successive cancellation may be summarised as follows:
Order the signals of several users by descending 2. Detect the signal of the stronger user with a
3.
4.
order of their received powers; conventional detector; Cancel the stronger interfering user, Repeat l., 2. and 3. until all signals are detected and cancelled.
Parallel Interference Cancellation (PIC)
The PIC [2, 5, 6, 7, 8] detector estimates and subtracts the MA1 generated in Successive by all users, simultaneously. To increase the precision of the MA1 estimated, the PIC usually subtracts all users in Successive, two or three times. Considering perfect estimate of the delays and amplitudes, the resulting signal for the user k, after subtracting the MAI is In each cancellation level, it inputs the estimates of the received signal, without MAI from the anterior level, so as to produce an estimate of the MAI at the output, which will then be subtracted. A technique which is used here consists of subtracting only a part of the MAI estimated (coefficient between 0 and 1).
In each level of subtraction, the percentage of MAI subtracted is increased as the order of subtraction increases, i.e., as the precision of the MAI estimated increase.
Noise Whitening Matched Filter (NWMF)
Using the singleuser strategy, the proposed detector [4,10] rejects the MAI through the whitening of the received interfering power spectrum. This is done in a different way to SIC and PIC because it is not necessary to know the spreading sequences of the interfering usem, nor is it necessary to estimate the complex coefficients of their channels. It can also be used with long sequences, multicode or variable processing gains.
Because of this, the NWMF is less complex than SIC or PIC and can be implemented with lower dimensions, less battery use and lower delays in signals. Through the central limit theorem, the MA1 tends to be a Gaussian random process when the number of interfering users is high enough, with high processing gains, and with random chip delays. In this situation the maximisation of SNR leads to minimisation of error probability. Yet, even when MA1 is not a pure Gaussian process, the maximisation of SNR will lead to a gain in the error probability. This will happen as long as MA1 to be a Gaussian process. The proposed detector [4,10] consists of a modification of the conventional matched filter and transforms the coloured gaussian noise into a white gaussian noise, through the whitening of the interfering power spectrum. 
111.
PERFORMANCE RESULTS
The following results were obtained, some analyhcally and some with MonteCarlo simulations. A multipath Frequency selective fading channel was used with six inte&ing users (to show the effectiveness of MAI cancellation systems). The work done was developed for both BPSK and QPSK. Due to the fact that this paper has been limited to a few pages, only the results for BPSK are shown. For the PIC (graphs of fig. 3 .2 and 3.3) it was considered that only the MAI of the two most powerful interfering users were cancelled, since the mobile keeps communications with these two base stations (due to handover purposes).
The results in graphs of fig. 3 .1 (SIC), 3.2 (PIC) and 3.3 (PIC) were obtained taking into account that the number of fingers of the Commutation Signaling were enough to cancel the ISI. It was shown in [I31 that the performance with Commutation Signaling is much better than without, since it combats the 11s. In [I31 it was also shown that CS is not sensitive to an increase in the processing gain, provided in both cases the number of fmgers are enough to cancel ISI. In fig. 3 .1, the graph shows the simulation results for SIC with and without Commutation Signaling. In both cases a Rake Receiver was used. By using Commutation Signaling the precision of the estimation is increased (therefore leadmg to a better performance) because the MA1 subtracted is the MAI estimated to be created by each one of the interfering users. The SIC performs better than the PIC in a non-power controlled environment, since it cancels first the more powerful users, being those that originate more MAI. Although, this is truth when it is considered the PIC with two levels of cancellation. For the illustrated PIC (three levels of cancellation), the PIC tends to perform better then than the SIC, even in a non-power controlled environment (with nearfar problem). Cancellation systems (SIC or PIC) results in a performance improvement once these systems cancels the h4AI estimated, being these estimates improved with the use of Commutation Signaling because they are cleaner of ISI. The graph shown in fig. 3.2 illustrates the results for the RC with three levels of cancellation (in [I31 it was shown for two levels of cancellation), with several subtractive coefficients, without Commutation Signaling and in both cases with Rake Receiver. As pointed out, PIC is used to subtract two or three times the MAI estimated because this estimation increases with the order of subtraction, i.e., the second estimation of the MAI is more precise than the first because it is based on the decision of the previous order. As shown in fig. 3 .2, the use of subtractive coefficients different to the value one (I) improves the performance because when the precision of the estimation is low it is preferable to subtract only one part of the estimation, instead of subtracting all the estimated MAI. In fig. 3 .3, the graph shows the simulated results for the PIC with and without Commutation Signaling.
The use of Commutation Signaling improves the performance since the precision of the estimation of the MA1 is improved. 
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper it was shown that the use of Commutation Signaling is effective in cancellmg the ISI. It was proved that Subtractive Interference Cancellation Systems -SIC and PIC -lead to good profits, especially when the CS technique is used together because these systems subtract the MA1 estimated for each user. As the MA1 estimated depended on the estimate of the transmitted symbols by each interfering user, these estimates were improved when the IS1 was cancelled. The SIC tends to perform better than the PIC in a nonpower controlled environment once the SIC cancels the users by descending order of their powers, i.e., by their quantities of MAI. In this paper the blind detection (without knowledge of spreading sequences nor the features of the channels of the interfering users) with a Noise Whitening Matched Filter (NWMF) that combats the MAI through the whitening of the interfering power spectrum (following the single-user philosophy), with and without the IS1 cancellation system -CS was considered. It was shown that the use of this NWMF in an AWGN channel and with perfect power control, leads to a better performance. The described NWMF is also efficient in the presence of ISI, when considering the chip shaping with several paths. Because for high processing gain the IS1 can be neglected, this detector tends to introduce a gain, even in the presence of IS1 and even without considering the chip shaping with several paths.
It is expected that by using Commutation Signaling the processing gain does not need to be so high for this NWMF to introduce an improvement of performance. This could be dealt with in future research.
